God said – Let there be Light

and there was light – Genesis 1:3
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FROM the EAST
Hello Brethren,
I hope everyone had a great Summer and I am looking forward to being back. A reminder that
our first meeting in September will be on the 14th. We have grand lodge coming up at the end of
October and hopefully some degree work between now and the end of the Masonic year. I have some
more minor plans in the works for this back half of my year and I will detail them soon at our next
meeting.
Warm regards
W.M. Eric Owens
A few years ago, WB Charles Kluckhohn gave a paper to WB Ed Brenneis, Editor of the NSLight, and earlier this
year I found this paper. Being of a historical nature, I thought it would be good reading for the membership and is now
printed as written about 70 years ago.
About the time of the Civil War a man by the name of Wm. Sixt, who operated a saloon and butcher
shop on 5 ½ acres across the street was getting requests for lodging and boarding horses from the farmers
bringing their produce etc. to market in Cleveland. While this may seem an odd stopping place may I remind
you that there was no high bridge across Rocky River at that time and as a result most farmers bringing in
heavy loads would bring an extra team to pull the load up the hill and not wanting to bother with the extra
horses all the way to town would leave them at the saloon shed until they returned. This gave rise to the
demand for a larger tavern and combined hotel which two were synonymous in those days. Thus the idea for
this building was born. Mr. Sixt then procured 45 acres of land on this side of Lorain road which was then a
planked highway and Toll Road and proceeded with his plans. As near as can be ascertained this building was
completed about 1866 or 91 years ago (136 today). Searching around for a name some customer said that it be
named after the then great general Sherman which sounded like a good idea so the name Sherman House
came about. The original building is pretty much as it is today. Its foundation is of local stone and the brick was
obtained from a nearby brick yard. There was however an addition which was attached to the rear of the
building that was used as a kitchen and quarters for the hired help. This addition was not built at the same time
but moved in from another location intact and added to it. This house or addition is still standing, and as a
matter of fact is my present home right down West Park Rd. It has been remodeled several times, once when
my father obtained it, again while we were living there and twice since I have owned it.
The construction of the building might surprise some of the builders of today. As I understand it, the
custom was to go to a local saw-mill for lumber and it would be cut from logs on hand or from logs supplied by
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Please Remember your Lodge in your Will
Good judgement comes from experience and
experience? That comes from poor judgement.

the purchaser. The result is that in the roof boards of this place there are black walnut planks 24 inches wide
along with other hardwoods that today may be worth a King’s ransom. At the time of remodeling from a tavern
to an apartment house, one Geo. Baker, a Past Master of this lodge, was required to reroof the building using
copper nails. The roof boards were so hard that a release had to be agreed upon to substitute other nails that
would penetrate the hard wood planks therein.
This building was operated as a tavern until Mr. Sixt died in 1908. It was then remodeled as an
apartment house which was completed in 1909. Four suites were made available and one of the first
prospective customers, although not in reality, was Max Rosenblum who thought that this place would be a nice
place to come home to after a rough day selling clothes on credit. It remained in this capacity until 1920 when it
was sold to the Masons for a sum of 18000 dollars plus 2000 dollars which was leased to a gas station for an
undisclosed term. From there on your records (should fill you in) will complete the story.
In reviewing, Mr. Sixt was born in Wooden, Germany in 1823. His parents were catholic and on being
brought to this country as a boy, he first drove cattle and then became a butcher and meat dealer. He changed
his religion and was raised a Master Mason in Concordia Lodge on March 17, 1882. He was married twice and
raised a large family both times. Upon his death at the age of 85, the property was left to the children. The land
and holdings were divided according to the requests in the will. His son Herman received this building and one
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side of the street along side of the building as far down as Tuttle Ave. Herman, being fed up with the bar
business and already in an office downtown, gave it up and decided on an apartment house. Herman is the last
remaining heir of this clan of the Sixt’s and is the source of this information. He lives directly behind here in the
third house on the street. He is 74 years old. (1956)
On the west side of the second floor was a ballroom and below on the first floor was the bar. It was the
original owner’s habit to stroll out on the veranda, gaze at the western sky and predict the weather for the next
day, and I am told with rare accuracy. Being a Mason Mr. Sixt practiced it in more ways than one. Somewhere
in the foundation of this building, presumably in the southeast corner, is a collection of old coins and mementos
that were current at that time. I am told that they should be very valuable as collector items today. What they
consist of I do not know but Herman was told that if he should ever tear this building down he should be sure to
obtain this collection for its value. Perhaps you can write this in your minutes that if you ever dispose of this
building you should be these mementos laid up in the archives of this building.
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